FINANCIAL AGREEMENTS FOR GO DEEP YOGA TRAINING:
The total cost for this course is $3000. This covers the cost of your attendance at all the
weekend classes and monthly “check-in” time with Ti. It also pays for your attendance at
the 4-hour teacher intensives scheduled between most of the YTT weekends, and optional
weekly yoga classes with Ti for the duration of the training. This year there is the likely
addition of an online anatomy training, which this cost will also cover. It does not cover
the cost of books for the required reading (estimated around $120). If you have to miss
some of the required weekend classes, you will need to arrange to make up that time in
order to graduate, possibly at additional cost. Alternatively, since I do anticipate teaching
this course again (though I cannot guarantee it), you could make up any missed sessions
during the next course for a reduced or waived fee.
PAYMENT AND REFUND POLICY:
Please include with your application a deposit of $500 to be applied to the total cost of
the course. Full payment is due at least one week before the beginning of the program
unless you make other arrangements with Ti Harmony beforehand. If you pay in full by
the beginning of the course, the cost is $2800.
Alternatively, an installment plan is available as follows: $500 (in addition to the
deposit) due at the start of the course, $750 due December 13, 2019; $750 due March 13,
2020; $500 due May 15, 2020. Please ask if you need an plan other than this.
There is no refund of $25 of the deposit once I have processed your application, though
the rest will be refunded if we decide that this program is not right for you or if you need
to cancel up to two weeks before the beginning of the program. If you cancel or drop out
after that, you may receive a refund of 80% of your deposit up to three days before the
beginning of the program. If you cancel or drop out of the course later than three days
before the beginning of the program, there will be no refund whatsoever if you had paid
in full; if you had opted for the payment plan, I will expect full payment on the schedule
above. In essence, you are buying a SPACE in this training, whether you use it or not. If
you choose not to use your space, by signing below, you indicate that you understand and
agree that you are still obligated to pay or continue to pay for your space in the course.
____I will pay in full ($2800) before the beginning of the course
____I will pay on the schedule stated above
I have read and understand, and I agree to fulfill the above financial agreements.

Signature
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